IGC B. 32, 33, 34
Name:__________________________

Type Variations Rubric
You will be graded on the following standards:

Objectives

Exemplary 20-25

Needs Minor Revisions 15-19

Needs Substantial Revisions 0-14

Assignment Step 1:
Defined
Type Variations
and Cases

Correctly completed All of step 1.

Somewhat completed step 1.

Did not complete step 1.

Assignment Step 2:
Identified
Type Variations
and Cases

Correctly completed All of step 2.

Somewhat completed step 2.

Did not complete step 2.

Total Points
Consistently
Sometimes
Not Yet/Rarely

40 - 50
30-39
29 or less

Score

Personal and Workplace Skills
Name:__________________________

Process Grades

These grades reflect your work habits.
Objectives

Consistently 3

Sometimes 2

Not Yet/Rarely 1

Managing Time
Wisely

Student uses time given to meet
classroom objectives/ expectations

When prompted the student
uses time given to meet classroom objectives/ expectations

Takes much effort on the part of the
teacher to motivate student to use
time given to meet classroom objectives/ expectations

Giving Effort

When given a task or assignment, the student puts forth
effort to follow directions, work
neatly, and works to the best of
their ability

When prompted the student
puts forth effort to follow directions, work neatly, and works to
the best of their ability

Takes much effort on the part of the
teacher to motivate student to put
forth effort to follow directions, to
work neatly, Teacher may have to
ask student. Work not completed and
needs to revise.

Perseverance

The student utilizes their
strengths as part of his/her effort to overcome obstacles and
improve upon areas of needed
growth by using strategies that
may include, but not limited to:
making corrections, retakes or
seeking out external supports.

With prompting, student utilizes
their strengths as part of his/
her effort to overcome obstacles
and improve upon areas of
needed growth by using strategies that may include, but not
limited to: making corrections,
retakes or seeking out external
supports.

Takes much effort on the part of the
teacher for the student to utilize their
strengths as part of his/her effort to
overcome obstacles and improve
upon areas of needed growth by
using strategies that may include,
but not limited to: making corrections,
retakes or seeking out external
supports.

Respecting
Others

Student respects the right of
others to learn, teach, and grow.

Student has displayed actions
that show signs of disrespect to
others

Student has been disrespectful often
or does not appear remorseful when
authority figure has talked to student
about their disrespect.

Managing
Behaviors
and Emotions

Student identifies and manages
behaviors and emotions

Student sometimes has trouble
identifying and managing behaviors and emotions

Student often has trouble identifying
and managing behaviors and emotions

Following
Directions

When given class expectations
(written and /or oral) the student
follows directions

When given class expectations
(written and /or oral) the student
follows directions most of the
time without re-teaching or
redirecting.

Student does not follow directions or
needs re-teaching often.

Completing Tasks
on Time

When provided a task or
assignment, the student
completes work on time.

When provided a task or
assignment, the student does
NOT complete work on time.

Student turns in many assignments
late or not at all.

Supplies

Student brings necessary
materials to class and utilizes
them all supplies appropriately
while keeping their work area
neat and organized.

Student does not always bring
necessary materials to class
and/or does not always utilize
all supplies appropriately while
keeping their work area neat
and organized or is messy but
cleans up area.

Student does not brings necessary
materials to class or does not
utilizes all supplies appropriately
while keeping their work area neat
and organized. Examples : Student
needs duplicates of materials
frequently, borrows things without
returning them

Attendance

Student regularly attends class
for duration of class.

Student regularly attends class
but may ask to leave class
several times for the following
reasons but limited to: restroom,
counselor, office visit, etc.,.

Student is absent often and makes
little attempt to make up work or
come in extra to catch up.

Work Habits

Respect

Responsibility

Total Points
Consistently
Sometimes
Not Yet/Rarely

19 - 27
10 -18
9 or less

